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PETER STARKE is a Senior Researcher at the Transformations of the State 

Collaborative Research Centre, University of Bremen, Germany. He has published 

on comparative welfare state change, including work on social policy convergence 

and the politics of welfare state retrenchment.

In this study, Peter Starke confronts one of the most fiercely contested issues in 

current political debates: how is the retrenchment of the welfare state possible when 

popular support for it remains strong throughout the OECD world? 

Traditionally, challenges to the welfare state were seen as electoral suicide, but this 

changed in the 1980s when Margaret Thatcher's government began a series of 

cutbacks in the UK.  During the 1990s, the New Zealand government announced the 

most radical social benefit cutbacks the country had ever seen.  Examining these 

cases in detail, and contrasting them with Sweden and Germany, Starke argues that 

radical retrenchment is not the result of historical accident or political will but that it is 

due to a particular constellation of partisan and institutional factors.
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Reviews: 

'This is a book which uses qualitative and comparative methods to illuminate current 

social policy trends...it ends up contributing importantly to our understanding of the 

factors underpinning the social policy consensus of our times.' - Francis G. Castles, 

Adjunct Professor of Political Science, Research School of Social Sciences, 

Australian National University 

  

'As somebody who has been working in social policy for many years, I found this 

well-written book gave me many new insights. It provides an excellent outsider's view 

of the strengths, weaknesses and development of the New Zealand social security 

system.' - Robert Stephens, Social Policy Journal of New Zealand 

  

'This book has much to offer...[it] deserves a prominant place on the bookshelf with 

studies on retrenchment' - Journal of European Social Policy
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